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Abstract  

The massive investment in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems by Higher Education 

Institutions (HEIs) need to be evaluated in terms of the success of their application. With the 

increasing number of adoption and implementation of ERP systems in HEIs over the last decade, 

this paper proposes a systematic and analytic approach to evaluating ERP systems effectiveness 

in Ghanaian higher education. The purpose of this paper is to establish the significant factors for 

evaluating the effectiveness of ERP systems in Ghanaian higher education using the integration 

of BSC framework and ISO 25010 model. Using a mixed-method research, data for quantitative 

analysis were collected from three (3) case study universities (University of Ghana, University of 

Cape Coast and Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology) in Ghana that have 

implemented ERP systems for at least two (2) years. The case study universities were also 

interviewed for the qualitative analysis. Data were analyzed using partial least square – structural 

equation modeling (PLS-SEM) and inductive thematic analysis. The findings of the study 

revealed that financial perspective, customer/stakeholder perspective, learning and growth 

perspective; and system quality perspective have significant or positive association with the 

effectiveness of ERP systems in the Ghanaian higher education. Understanding the significant 

factors that influence effectiveness of ERP systems in higher education will guide and direct 

HEIs management to evaluate the performance or effectiveness of ERP systems.  
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Introduction 

Investors, particularly governments which support most of the educational institutions in the 

world are now calling for better management, transparency, efficiency and evaluation from these 

higher education institutions. The massive investment in ERP systems by higher education 

institutions need to be evaluated in terms of the success of their application. However, there is no 

suitable analytic framework that would evaluate systematically the effectiveness of ERP systems 

in higher education institutions (Peters and Aggrey, 2019). 

Various frameworks and models have been developed for the evaluation of ERP systems but 

majority of these frameworks and models have all been developed to evaluate ERP systems in 

business organization context, thereby ignoring the higher education institutions. Pollock and 

Cornford (2004) have made it clear to our understanding that universities are unique 

organizations with some unique characteristics which are different from those of business 

organizations. Some of these unique characteristics are complexity of purpose, limited 

measurability of output, autonomy and dependency from wider society, diffuse structure of 

authority and internal fragmentation. Universities are different from other organizations in terms 

of structural and business processes, hence they required specific research attention (Pollock and 

Conford, 2004; Rabaa’i et al 2010). Therefore, with these unique characteristics of the 

universities, applying these existing frameworks and models would not help in the true 

evaluation of the ERP systems in the universities.  

Hence, with this in mind, this present research study is designed to contribute to the 

literature of information systems by using a multiple case study approach and the framework 

proposed by Peters and Aggrey (2019).  

 



Theoretical Background of the Study 

The theoretical framework underpinning this study is an adopted analytic framework of Peters 

and Aggrey (2019), which integrates both BSC framework and ISO 25010 Model to evaluate the 

effectiveness of ERP systems in HEIs. There were five perspectives or constructs representing 

independent variables and one construct representing dependent variable in this framework. 

Twenty-six (26) indicators were also proposed in their framework to measure these five 

perspectives or constructs. 

Research Framework and Hypotheses Development 

The six adopted constructs identified in the proposed analytic framework of Peters and 

Aggrey (2019a) are used in this study as the research framework.  These six constructs or 

variables have been discussed extensively in the previous works of Peters and Aggrey (2019a, 

2019b) and currently adopted to evaluate the effectiveness of ERP systems in Ghanaian higher 

education. Based on the previous work of Peters and Aggrey (2019a), the following constructs 

and hypotheses are proposed for this study:  

A. Financial Perspective (FP)   

H1: Financial perspective has a significant effect on ERP systems effectiveness in HEIs    

B. Customer/Stakeholder Perspective (CP)   

H2: Customer/stakeholder perspective has a significant effect on ERP systems effectiveness in 

HEIs  

C. Internal Business Process Perspective (IBPP)    

H3: Internal business process perspective has a significant effect on ERP systems effectiveness 

in HEIs  



D. Learning and Growth Perspective (LGP)    

H4: Learning and growth perspective has a significant effect on ERP systems effectiveness in 

HEIs  

E. System Quality Perspective (SQP)    

H5: System quality perspective has a significant effect on ERP systems effectiveness in HEIs   

F. Effectiveness of ERP Systems (EOES) 

Effectiveness of ERP system as a construct in this study is very significant; in the sense that it is 

one of the construct that this research study seeks to determine its relationship with other 

constructs. This study has adapted the effectiveness of ERP systems measuring indicators of 

Parsa and Duffchahi (2015) for the evaluation of ERP systems effectiveness in HEIs.  

Case Study Universities 

This study has adopted a multiple case study approach to investigate the evaluation of ERP 

systems effectiveness in HEIs. The study selected University of Ghana (UG), University of Cape 

Coast (UCC) and Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology (KNUST) as its case 

studies in the higher education based on reasons.  

Sample and data collection 

Since ERP systems evaluations are complex and technical in nature, they need experts or 

people who are familiar with these systems to do data gathering. In this research study, 

administrators and managers of the three (3) case study universities constitute the respondents. 

Using a mixed-method research, data for quantitative analysis were collected from 173 

administrators and managers of three (3) case study universities (University of Ghana, University 

of Cape Coast and Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology) in Ghana that have 



implemented ERP systems for two (2) or more years. Six (6) managers from the case study 

universities were also interviewed for the qualitative analysis.  

Data Analysis 

Data were analyzed using partial least square – structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) for 

quantitative data analysis and inductive thematic analysis for qualitative data analysis.  
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